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The 2004 romantic comedy “ 50 First Dates” was a spin on the “ Groundhog 

Day” impression of a twenty-four hours that keeps reiterating itself. 

However. 

in this film. the recycling takes topographic point wholly inside the head of 

Lucy Whitmore played by Drew Barrymore. Barrymore plays a immature 

adult female who was in an accident that caused short-run memory loss. 

Every dark while she sleeps. 

the slate of her memory is wiped clean. and when she wakes up in the 

forenoon. she remembers everything that happened up to the minute of the 

accident. but nil that happened subsequently. In this film. 

film departers get to see a warmer side of Sandler. He reveals the warm side

of his personality. and leaves behind the choler and gross-out wit of his past 

films. Sandler plays Henry Roth. 

a marine life scientist at a Hawaiian sea universe. mending seahorses. sea 

king of beastss and mahimahis and moonlighting as an expert in one-night 

bases. He romances adult females who are in Hawaii on holiday. and so 

forgets them when they go place. 

One must conceive of so. his astonishment when he meets Lucy and finds 

that she forgets him every dark. Lucy is surrounded by a great trade of 

support and love throughout her quandary. Lucy can ever trust on the 

support of her loving male parent and the staff at the local diner. Lucy? s 

close friends and household are leery of the motivations of this cat who says 
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he’s so much in love with her that he’s willing to get down over with her 

every forenoon. 

Lucy gets a briefing every forenoon on what she has missed. and makes day-

to-day notes in a diary about her unusual love affair with Henry. Finally this 

leads her to reason that it’s unfair to Henry to hold to digest her day-to-day 

memory losingss. and she says she wants to interrupt up. 

Of class the expression for the film requires this. but how the film solves the 

job in the terminal is in fact rather capturing. The film 50 First Dates trades 

chiefly with memory and memory loss. There are three different types of 

memory centripetal information. short-run memory. 

and long-run memory. There are three procedures that go along with 

memory. First is encoding. or taking information in and the storing of that 

information. Second is care or the act of maintaining the information? alive” .

Last. 

is the retrieval phase. which is where the information stored in the first two 

phases is brought back for usage. or to set it merely the determination of 

encoded information. In a comparatively simple theoretical account of 

memory. centripetal information that is obtained from the eyes. ears. 

noise. and so on. enters is either ignored or paid attending to. Ignored 

information doesn’t last really long. 

While new perceptual information rapidly writes over old information. a 

procedure sometimes described as “ interference. ” Accompanied 
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information is non merely protected from intervention. it is processed by 

higher-level mechanisms that figure out what it means. 

Once information is processed it can be encoded into the short-run memory. 

Normally. the short-run memory is described as holding a limited storage 

capacity of seven. plus or minus two points. 

These points “ decay” and become unaccessible after a comparatively brief 

interval. estimations range from about 12 to 30 seconds. In add-on to 

disintegrate. loss of information from the short-run memory can happen by 

intervention when new information displaces older information. 

Intervention does non ever do information to be lost. but may alternatively 

bring forth memory retrieval mistakes in which one recalls information that is

similar to but non indistinguishable with that which is needed. Information 

can be maintained in short-run memory for releatively long periods utilizing 

care dry run. a term depicting the act of mentally reiterating the information 

to be maintained. In many instances. the ground one wishes to keep 

information in the short-run memory is to let clip for it to be encoded into the

long-run memory. 

and therefore go more for good available. However. care dry run does non 

look to be really efficient manner to acquire the memory into long-run 

memory. Another memory care technique. amplification dry run seems to 

work better. Long-run memory can hive away a really big measure of 

information and can keep that information for really long periods of clip. 
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It holds many different sorts of information including: facts. events. motor 

and perceptual accomplishments. cognition of physical Torahs. spacial 

theoretical accounts of familiar environments. 

attitudes and beliefs about ourselves and others. Many different factors 

seem to impact the trouble of accessing a memory in the long-run memory. 

These factors include. the similarity between current conditions and those 

that existed when the memory was stored. 

how late the memory was last used. its grade of inter-relatedness to other 

cognition. and its uniqueness comparative to other long-run memory 

information. Memory loss is unusual forgetfulness that can be caused by 

encephalon harm due to disease or injury. or it can be caused by terrible 

emotional injury. 

The cause determines whether memory loss comes on slowly or all of a 

sudden. and whether it is impermanent or lasting. Normal aging may ensue 

in problem larning new stuff or necessitating longer clip to remember erudite

stuff. However. in the film 50 First Dates Lucys memory loss comes after a 

head hurt. 

and comes on really all of a sudden. Family support should be provided for 

people enduring with memory loss. Reality orientation is besides 

recommended such as a supply familiar music. objects. or exposures. 

to assist the patient become oriented. Support for relearning may be 

required in some instances. Any medicine agendas should be written down 

to avoid dependance on memory. 
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